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Details of Visit:

Author: Vronsky
Location 2: Northolt
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Tue 22 Oct 2013 12:00
Duration of Visit: 30 Minutes
Amount Paid: 100
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Phone: 07971328611

The Premises:

Premises above a row of shops on the main road, not far from the A40. Flat was pretty dire. No
shower. No towels. However hot water. Bed in room with blanket on it.

The Lady:

Both girls appeared young - maybe 20. Tina who is on the site as Sweet Baby Tina was about 5'2"
tall - pictures are accurate. Nice soft breasts and a small bottom. Mimi is there as Sexy Mimi 18.
She is a bit taller - maybe 5'4" with large breasts and firm prominent nipples. Very attractive. Both
are Romanian. They do not appear to working together at this time.

The Story:

Asked them to get on the bed with their rumps in the air, side by side. This caused some
embarrassment as I removed both their thongs and examined them and proceeded to rub their
lovely pussies one at a time and rubbing their tits from behind. I could feel their clitorises getting
hard as I inserted my fingers, the middle one on each hand, into their cunts. This was quite an act of
coordination, and in the end I went from one to the other which was nice. Both of them were not
terribly fresh, but smelt musky. As I got my fingers deeper into Mimi's pussy I discovered that she
had a tampon which was a bit of a surprise and although she said she was OK to fuck her, it was a
bit off-putting.

So I continued going from one to another, and fondling and sucking Mimi's tits was a highlight. They
then rolled on a condom and sucked my cock for about 10 minutes, one after the other, alternating
with deep French kissing, so one was sucking while the other was kissing me passionately. During
this time I kept my finger in Tina which she seemed happy about, and I rubbed Mimi's pussy. Mimi
was very good at deep throating my cock.

Eventually I decided to fuck Tina. She was small and I fucked her hard in doggy, and then in mish. I
finished by them both giving me a hand job which was a wonderful end to an enjoyable experience.
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